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H.M. the Queen: Fig. 181
Althorp, The Earl Spencer: Fig. 13
Amsterdam, Fotocommissie Rijksmuseum: Fig. 87
Amsterdam, Gemeentemuseum: Fig. 45
Antwerp, J. De Maeyer: Figs. 17, 18
Antwerp, ‘t Felt: Fig. 207
Barcelona, Mas: Fig. 22
Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz: Fig. 191
Berlin (DDR), Staatliche Museen: Fig. 83
Brunswick, Herzog Anton-Ulrich Museum: Fig. 216
Brussels, A.C.L.: Figs. 120, 122, 153, 223
Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale: Fig. 236
Brussels, Speltdoorn: Fig. 109
Cleveland, The Cleveland Museum of Art: Figs. 35, 36
Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Kunst: Fig. 242
Cracow, Wawel Castle: Fig. 134
Detroit, The Detroit Institute of Arts: Figs. 75, 77, 79, 80, 206
Douai, Musée de la Chartreuse: Figs. 224, 225
Dresden, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen: Figs. 94, 202
Dublin, National Gallery of Ireland: Fig. 141
Düsseldorf, Kunstmuseum: Fig. 19
Florence, Alinari: Figs. 51, 173
Florence, Brogi: Figs. 40, 41, 168
Fort Worth, The Kimbell Art Museum: Fig. 54
The Hague, Dijian: Fig. 154
The Hague, A. Frequent: Figs. 28, 85, 86, 115, 155, 158
The Hague, Dienst Verspreide Rijkscollecties: Fig. 199
The Hague, Rijksbureau voor Kunsthistorische Documentatie: Fig. 238
Kassel, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen: Fig. 161
Leningrad, Hermitage: Figs. 56, 164
London, British Museum: Figs. 38, 58, 95, 127, 190, 221
London, Courtauld Institute Galleries: Figs. 147, 149
London, J. Freeman: Figs. 16, 30
London, National Gallery: Figs. 9, 10, 85, 110–112, 152, 200, 201
London, S. Newbery: Figs. 165, 227
London, H. J. Orgler: Fig. 229
London, Royal Academy: Fig. 116
Madrid, Museo del Prado: Figs. 3, 76
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldeasammlungen: Figs. 24–27, 29, 42, 84, 92, 145, 184–188, 192, 220, 239
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art: Figs. 117, 133, 195–197, 235
New York, Pierpont Morgan Library: Fig. 230
Nîmes, Musée des Beaux-Arts: Fig. 32
Paris, Archives Photographiques: Figs. 97, 119, 123, 124
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale: Fig. 237
Paris, Bulloz: Figs. 96, 226
Paris, Giraudon: Fig. 118
Paris, Réunion des Musées Nationaux: Figs. 103, 104, 114, 182
Pasadena, Norton Simon Inc. Museum of Art: Fig. 130
Philadelphia, John G. Johnson Collection: Fig. 194
Pittsburgh, Frick Art Museum: Fig. 63
Prague, Národní Galerie: Fig. 215
Rome, Anderson: Fig. 140
Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen: Figs. 99, 100
San Francisco, M.H. de Young Memorial Museum: Figs. 59–62
Sarasota, The Ringling Museum of Art: Fig. 73
Schaan, W. Wachter: Figs. 1, 232, 233
St Louis, City Art Museum: Fig. 217
Stockholm, Nationalmuseum: Fig. 231
Vienna, Albertina: Figs. 33, 34, 52, 57, 113, 143, 214
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum: Figs. 88, 89, 144, 148, 179, 180, 183
Vienna, Wolfrum: Figs. 20, 21
Washington, University Library: Fig. 219
Washington, National Gallery of Art: Fig. 37
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**ALTHORP HOUSE, EARL SPENCER**

G. de Crayer, painting after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 2; 40-41; fig.13

**AMSTERDAM, RIJKSMUSEUM**

(?) Rubens
Hélène Fourment, No.96b; 88, 90-91; fig.57

**ANTWERP, MRS BOUDRY**

Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 3; 40
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 3; 41

**ANTWERP, KONINKLIJK MUSEUM VOOR SCHONE KUNSTEN**

Rubens, painting:
Jan-Gaspar Gevartius, No.106; 26, 113-116, 138; fig.122
N. de Keyser, drawing after Rubens:
Albert and Nicolaas Rubens, No.142, copy 4; 175-176

**ANTWERP, MUSEUM PLANTIN-MORETUS**

E. Quellinus II, painting after Rubens:
Ludovicus Nonnius, No.124, copy; 137-139; fig.151
(?) T. Willeboirts Bosschaert, painting after Rubens:
Jan-Gaspar Gevartius, No.106, copy 1; 113-114
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus Lipsius and Johannes Woverius ("The Four Philosophers"), No.117, copy 2; 128

**ANTWERP, RUBENSHUIS**

Rubens, painting:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.136; 157-159, 166, 172; figs.177, 178
Workshop of Rubens:
Michael Ophovius, No.126, copy 1; 140, 142; fig.156
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback, No.81, copy; 64

**ANTWERP, STADSAARCHIEF**

Anonymous, drawing after Rubens (?):
Jean de la Court

**BARCELONA, MUSEO DE ARTE DE CATALUÑA**

(?) Rubens, painting:
Alethea Talbot, Countess of Arundel, No.71; 47-48; fig.22

Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.134, copy 1; 151

**BARODA, INDIA, BARODA MUSEUM AND PICTURE GALLERY**

(?) A. van Dyck, painting:
Frederik van Martselaer, No.119; 133-134; fig.142

**BERLIN-DAHLEM, STAATLICHE MUSEEN PREUSSISCHER KULTURBESITZ, KUPFERSTICH-KABINETT**

Rubens, drawing:
An Old Woman in two Views, No.139b; 168-169; fig.191
Anonymous, drawings after Rubens:
Alethea Talbot, Countess of Arundel and her Train, No.72, copy; 48
Michael Ophovius, No.127a, copy 1; 143

**BERLIN (DDR), BODE MUSEUM**

(?) Rubens, painting:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.94; 87; fig.83

**BOSTON, MASS., MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS**

Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Jan Brueghel the Elder and his Family, No.79, copy 1; 60
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BRUNSWICK, HERZOG ANTON ULRICH-MUSEUM
Rubens, painting:
Ambrogio Spinola, No.149; 126, 185-187; fig.216

BRUSSELS, BARON CARTON DE WIART
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 4; 40
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 4; 42

BRUSSELS, G.DULIÈRE
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Michael Ophovius, No.125, copy 1; 139; fig.153

BRUSSELS, R.PINCK
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Hélène Fourment, No.141a, copy 5; 174

BRUSSELS, F.C.JACQUES
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Michael Ophovius, No.126, copy 2; 140

BRUSSELS, MUSÉES ROYAUX DES BEAUX-ARTS DE BELGIQUE
T. van Thulden, painting after Rubens:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.93, copy 6; 82
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Petrus Pecquius, No.128, copy 1; 144-145

BRUSSELS, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Rubens, painting:
Suçanna Fourment, No.101; 105-111; fig.109
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 5; 40
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 5; 42

BUDAPEST, SZÉPMÜVÉSZETI MÚZEUM
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.91, copy 1; 80

CAMBRIDGE, FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM
A.Watteau, drawing after Rubens:
Isabella Brant, No.76, copy 10; 57
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Hélène Fourment and
Clara-Johanna Rubens, No.141, copy 2; 170
Johannes Woverius, No.117, copy 13; 129

CANBERRA, NATIONAL GALLERY OF AUSTRALIA
Workshop of Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.135, copy 1; 153-154, 156-157, 159; fig.172

CASTAGNOLA-LUGANO, VILLA FAVORITA,
COLLECTION BENTINCK-THYSSEN
Rubens, painting:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.70; 47; fig.19

CLEVELAND, OHIO, THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART
Rubens, painting:
Isabella Brant, No.75; 25, 54-56, 107, 109-110, 112; fig.36

COPENHAGEN, KONGELIGE KOBBERSTIKSAMLING
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, on Horseback,
No.58, copy 7; 35

COPENHAGEN, ADAM PASLER
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Matthaeus Yrsselius, No.161, copy; 204

COPENHAGEN, STATENS MUSEUM FOR KUNST
Rubens, painting:
Matthaeus Yrsselius, No.161; 204-206; fig.242

CRACOW, WAWEL CASTLE, STATE COLLECTION OF ART
(?) Rubens, painting:
Ladislas-Sigismund, Prince of Poland, on Horseback,
No.114; 124-125; fig.134

DANZIG, MUZEUM NARODOWE
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Hélène Fourment, No.96, copy 6; 88-89

DETROIT, THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
Rubens, painting:
Philip Rubens, No.144; 130, 179-181; fig.206
Rubens, oil sketch:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, on Horseback,
No.93a; 31, 84-86; figs.75, 77, 79, 80

DETROIT, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Ambrogio Spinola, No.149, copy 3; 186

DOUAI, MUSÉE DE LA CHARTREUSE
Workshop of Rubens, paintings:
Petrus de Spira, No.155; 191-194, 198; fig.225
Nicolas Trigault, No.154; 191-198; fig.224

DRESDEN, GEMÄLDEGALERIE
Workshop of Rubens:
Albert and Nicolaas Rubens, No.142, copy 1;
175, 177-178; fig.202
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 13; 40
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 12; 42
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DEDRSEN, KUPFERSTICHIKABINETT
Rubens, drawing:
Frans Rubens, No.98a, 95; fig.94

EDINBURGH, THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF SCOTLAND
Andrew Geddes, pastel after Rubens:
Susanna Fourment, No.102, copy 6, 108

FAREHAM, HAMPSHIRE, SOUTHWICK HOUSE, H. F. P. BORTHWICK-NORTON
Rubens, painting:
Petrus Pecquius, No.128, 24, 144-145; fig.160

FARMINGTON, CONN., THE LEWIS-WALPOLE LIBRARY
J. Eccardt, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Hélène Fourment and Clara-Johanna Rubens, No.141, copy 1; 170

FLORENCE, PALAZZO PITTI
Rubens, painting:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus Lipsius and Johannes Woverius ('The Four Philosophers'), No.117, 23, 58, 128-132, 152; figs.140, 169
Workshop of Rubens, painting:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, No.80, copy; 62-63; fig.51
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, in the Habit of a Poor Clare, No.110, copy 1; 120

FLORENCE, UFFIZI
Rubens, paintings:
Isabella Brant, No.76, 25, 56-58, 153; figs.40-41
Peter Paul Rubens, No.134, 151-153; figs.168, 170
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.135, copy 2; 152-154; fig.173

FORT WORTH, TEXAS, THE KIMBALL ART MUSEUM
Rubens, oil sketch:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback, No.81a, 31, 66-67; fig.54
Rubens, painting:
Anthony van Dyck, No.80, 77-78; fig.69

FRANKFURT AM MAIN, STAEDTLISCHES KUNSTINSTITUT
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Frans Francken the Elder, No.105, copy 3; 112

GENOA, PALAZZO DURAZZO-PALLAVICINI
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Ladislas-Sigismund, Prince of Poland, No.113, copy 2; 123

GHENT, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus Lipsius and Johannes Woverius ('The Four Philosophers'), No.117, copy 1; 128
Albert, Archduke of Austria, on Horseback, No.58, copy 2; 35

GOTTINGEN, GEMALDESAMMLUNG DER UNIVERSITAT
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens and one of his Sons, No.136, copy 3; 158

THE HAGUE, MAURITSHUIS
Rubens, painting:
Michael Ophovius, No.126, 24, 139-142, 150; figs.154, 155

THE HAGUE, Schilderijenzaal Prins Willem V
(?) Rubens, painting:
Hélène Fourment, No.141c, 173-175; fig.199

HAMBURG, COLLECTION MARGRET KöSER
(?) Rubens, painting:
Isabella Brant, No.77, 56, 58; fig.39
Rubens, painting:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.91, 80-82; fig.72

'H'S HERTOGENBOSCH, EPISCOPAL PALACE
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Michael Ophovius, No.127, copy 1; 142-143; fig.159

HUNSTANTON HALL, NORFOLK
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.91, copy 3; 80

KARLOVY VARY, MESTKE MUZEUM
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback, No.81a, copy 4; 66

KASSEL, STAATLICHE GEMALDEGALERIE
Rubens, painting:
Nicolaas de Respaigne, No.129, 24, 137, 145-148; fig.161

KREUZLINGEN, H. KISTERS
(?) Rubens, painting:
Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, No.122, 135-136; fig.146
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LENINGRAD, HERMITAGE
Rubens, oil sketch:
Charles de Longueval, Count of Bucquoy,
No.82a; 70; fig. 56
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens and one of his Sons,
No.136; copy 2; 158

LONDON, BRITISH MUSEUM
Rubens, drawings:
Isabella Brant, No.75a; 29, 55-58; fig.38
Peter van Hecke (?), No.107a; 118; fig.127
Peter Paul Rubens, Hélène Fourment and
Nicolaas Rubens, No.139a; 168; fig.190
Hendrik van Thulden, No.152a; 30, 190;
fig. 221
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Hélène Fourment, No.96, copy 5; 88
Hélène Fourment with Frans Rubens, No.100;
copy 5; 99
Frans Rubens, No.98a, copy; 95; fig.95
Peter Paul Rubens, No.137a, copy 1; 160

LONDON, COURTAULD INSTITUTE OF ART,
PRINCES GATE COLLECTION
Rubens, paintings:
Jan Brueghel the Elder and his Family,
No.79; 23, 60-62, 72, 77, 201; figs.46-50
Jan van Montfort, No.123; 26, 126, 136-137,
147; figs.147, 149, 150
Rubens, drawing:
Hélène Fourment, No.100a; 101-102; fig.105

LONDON, NATIONAL GALLERY
Rubens, paintings:
Susanna Fourment, No.102; 25, 106-112;
figs.110-112
Licvovius Nonnius, No.124; 26, 137-139;
fig.152

LONDON, MR AND MRS E.VERDON-LEE
Rubens, painting:
Domingo Raggöla, No.145; 181-182; fig.212

LONDON, THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND
Rubens, drawing:
Frans Rubens, No.99c; 30, 98; fig.102

LOUVAIN, UNIVERSITY
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Frederik van Martselaar, No.119, copy 1; 133

MADRID, BANCO URQUIJO
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Michael Ophovius, No.127, copy 2; 142

MADRID, MUSEO DEL PRADO
Rubens, painting:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain,
on Horseback, No.93; 27, 65, 82-86;
figs.74, 76
Workshop of Rubens, paintings:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.66; 43-45;
fig. 17
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.67; 43-45;
fig.18
Jan Brueghel the Elder, fragments of
The Allegory of Sight, painting:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, on Horseback,
No.58, copy 1; 35-37; fig.3
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.64, copy 1;
39, 41; fig.3
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 1; 41;
fig.3

MARYLAND, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Rubens, drawing:
Nicolas Trigaut (?), No.154b; 30, 193-196;
fig.227

MEXICO CITY, ACADEMIA DE SAN CARLOS
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Jan Brueghel the Elder and his Family, No.79,
copy 2; 60

MONACO, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, in the Habit of
a Poor Clare, No.110, copy 3; 120

MONECEAU-SUR-SAMBRE,
COLLECTION HOUTART
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus
Lipsius and Johannes Woverius ('The Four
Philosophers'), No.117, copy 4; 128

MONTPELLIER, MUSÉE FABRE
Rubens, painting:
Frans Francken the Elder, No.105; 112-113;
figs.116, 118

MORA, SWEDEN, COLLECTION ZORN
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Hélène Fourment, No.96, copy 2; 88

MUNICH, ALTE PINAKOTHEK
Rubens, paintings:
Alethea Talbot, Countess of Arundel and
her Train, No.72; 48-52, 168; figs.24,
25-27, 29
Jan Brant the Younger, No.78; 26, 58-60, 126,
137-138; figs.42-44
Hélène Fourment, No.95; 87-88; fig.84
Hélène Fourment, No.96; 88-91; fig.85
Hélène Fourment with Frans Rubens, No.98; 27, 93-95, 166, 170; figs.92, 93
Peter Paul Rubens and Isabella Brant in the Honeysuckle Bower, No.138; 23, 162-166, 172; figs.184-188
Peter Paul Rubens, Hélène Fourment and Nicolaas Rubens (The Walk in the Garden’), No.139; 27, 100, 158-159, 161, 165-168, 172; figs.192, 193
Hendrik van Thulden, No.152; 24, 145, 150, 189-191, 199; fig.220
A Member of the Van den Wijngaard Family, No.160; 203-204; fig.239

MUNICH, BAYERISCHE STAATSGEMÄLDESAMMLUNGEN
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, on Horseback, No.93, copy 1; 82
Hélène Fourment with Frans Rubens, No.100, copy 1; 94
Petrus Pequins, No.128, copy 3; 144

NANCY, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus Lipsius and Johannes Woverius (‘The Four Philosophers’), No.117, copy 3; 128

NANTES, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Isabella Brant, No.76, copy 3; 57

NEW HAVEN, CONN., YALE UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Peter Paul Rubens, Philip Rubens, Justus Lipsius and Johannes Woverius (‘The Four Philosophers’), No.117, copy 12; 129

NEW YORK, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART
Rubens, painting:
Peter Paul Rubens, Hélène Fourment and Clara-Johanna Rubens, No.141; 27, 97, 159, 161, 170-174; figs.195-197
(?), Rubens, painting:
Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain, No.93c; 82-83, 86-87; fig.82
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
Frans Francken the Elder, No.105, copy 2; 112-113; fig.117
Ladislas-Sigismund, Prince of Poland, No.113, copy 1; 26, 123, 125; fig.133

NEW YORK, THE PIERPONT MORGAN LIBRARY
Rubens, drawing:
Nicolas Trigault (?), No.154d; 30, 193-195, 197-198; fig.230

NEW YORK, MR AND MRS E.V.THAW
A. Watteau, counterproof of drawing:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.138a, copy 2; fig.189

NIMES, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Rubens, painting:
Marcellianus de Barea, No.74; 52-54; fig.32

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, THE CHRYSLER MUSEUM
(?), Rubens, paintings:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.59; 37; fig. 5
Abel Sotn, No.146; 183; fig.208
G. de Crayer, painting after Rubens:
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65, copy 2; 41-43; fig.14

ORLÉANS, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Albert and Nicolaas Rubens, No.142, copy 2; 175

PARIS, BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE, CABINET DES ESTAMPES
C. Galle I, proof state of engraving, retouched by Rubens:
Frans van den Wouwer, No.159a, copy; 202-203; fig.237

PARIS, MUSÉE COGNACQ-JAY
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Jan-Gaspar Gevartius, No.106, copy 2; 114

PARIS, MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
Rubens, paintings:
Hélène Fourment with Clara-Johanna and Frans Rubens, No.99; 27, 30, 93-98; figs. 96, 97
Hélène Fourment with Frans Rubens, No.100; 27, 98-103; figs.103, 104
Rubens, painting:
A Member of the Fourment Family, No.104; 110-112; fig.114

PARIS, MUSÉE DU LOUVRE, CABINET DES DESSINS
Rubens, drawings:
Michael Ophovius, No.127a; 143-144; fig.157
Isabella-Helena Rubens, No.99a; 97; fig. 98
Peter Paul Rubens, No.137a; 160-161; fig.182

PASADENA, CALIF., NORTON SIMON INC. MUSEUM OF ART
Rubens and workshop:
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, in the Habit of a Poor Clare, No.111; 120-122; fig.130
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PETWORTH, LORD LECONFIELD
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*A Member of the Van den Wijngaerd Family*, No.160, copy 2; 203-204; fig.241

PHILADELPHIA, PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART, JOHN G. JOHNSON COLLECTION
Rubens, oil sketch:
*Peter Paul Rubens and Hélène Fournier with Nicolaas and Clara-Johanna Rubens*, No.140; 31, 169-170; fig.194

PISTOIA, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Isabella Brant*, No.76, copy 5; 57

PITTSBURGH, THE FRICK ART MUSEUM
Rubens, painting:
*Charlotte-Marguerite de Montmorency, Princess of Condé*, No.86; 22, 73-75; fig.63

PLYMOUTH, CITY MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
*Domingo Ruggola*, No.145, copy 3; 181

POTSDAM-SANSSOUCI, BILDERGALERIE
 (?) Rubens, painting:
*Hélène Fournier as St Barbara*, No.100d; 80-82; fig.73

PRAGUE, NÁRODNÍ GALERIE
Rubens, painting:
*Ambrogio Spinola*, No.148; 184-185; fig.215

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Hélène Fournier*, No.141a, copy 4; 173-174

ROME, PALAZZO ROSPIGLIOSI-PALLAVICINI
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Hélène Fournier*, No.96, copy 4; 88

ROTTERDAM
MUSEUM BOYMANS-VAN BEUNINGEN
Rubens, painting:
*Gaspar Rinckens (?)*, No.130; 76, 148; fig.162
Rubens, drawings:
*Hélène Fournier*, No.96a; 90; fig.86
*A Member of the Fourment Family*, No.104a; 111-112; fig.115
Anonymous, drawings after Rubens:
*Michael Ophovius*, No.127a, copy 2; 143; fig.158
*Frans Rubens*, No.99b, copy 1; 97-98; fig.99
*Frans Rubens*, No.99b, copy 2; 97-98; fig.100

ROUEN, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
*Albert, Archduke of Austria*, No.64, copy 6; 40
*Isabella, Infanta of Spain*, No.65, copy 6; 42

SAARBRÜCKEN, PRIVATE COLLECTION
(?) Rubens, painting:
*Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain*, No.93b; 82, 85-86; fig.78

SAN FRANCISCO, THE CALIFORNIA PALACE OF THE LEGION OF HONOR
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain*, No.93, copy 8; 83

SAN FRANCISCO, THE M.H. DE YOUNG MEMORIAL MUSEUM
Rubens, paintings:
*Sara Breyll*, No.84; 71-73; fig.60
*Rogier Clarisse*, No.84; 24, 71-73; figs.59, 61,62

SANKT-PÖLTEN, PRIVATE COLLECTION
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Hélène Fournier with Frans Rubens*, No.98, copy 93

SARASOTA, FLORIDA, THE JOHN AND MABLE RINGLING MUSEUM OF ART
Rubens and workshop:
*Ferdinand, Cardinal Infante of Spain*, No.92; 80-82; fig.73

SCHLEISSHEIM, CASTLE
D.Teniers the Younger, fragment of *The Gallery of Archduke Leopold-Wilhelm*, painting:
*Maximilian, Archduke of Austria*, No.121, copy 1; 134-135; fig.145

SCHOTEN (ANTWERP), BARON BRACHT
(?) Rubens, painting:
*Jan van der Linden*, No.116; 127-128; fig.139

SCHWERIN, STAATLICHES MUSEUM
Anonymous, paintings after Rubens:
*George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback*, No.81a, copy 1; 66
*Hélène Fournier with Frans Rubens*, No.100, copy 2; 99

SIEGEN, MUSEUM DES SIEGERLANDES
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
*Peter Paul Rubens*, No.135, copy 4; 154

ST LOUIS, CITY ART MUSEUM
Rubens, painting:
*Ambrogio Spinola*, No.150; 184-188; fig.217
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STOCKHOLM, NATIONALMUSEUM
Rubens, drawings:
Robin the Dwarf, No.72a; 29, 52, 196; fig.28
Nicolas Trigault (?), No.154a; 30, 193-196, 198; fig.231

STOCKHOLM, SVEN BOSTRÖM
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, No.121, copy 6; 134

THORÖNSBORG, COUNT GÖSTA MÖRNER
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.68, copy 1; 45

TRIESTE, ANNA R.E. CALZA
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Isabella Brant, No.138, copy 2; 162

VIENNA, KUNSTHISTORISCHES MUSEUM
Rubens, paintings:
Albert, Archduke of Austria, No.68; 31, 45-47; fig.20
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.69; 31, 45-47; fig.21
Hélène Fourment in a Fur Coat ('Het Pelsken'), No.97; 27, 90-93; figs.88, 89
Peter Paul Rubens, No.137; 117, 159-162; figs.179, 180, 183

WAALRE, TINUS VAN BAKEL
Anonymous, gouache after Rubens:
Jan Brueghel the Elder and his Family, No.79, copy 5; 60

WARSAW, MUZEUM NARODOWE
Adam Braun, painting:
Hélène Fourment in a Fur Coat ('Het Pelsken'), No.97, copy 1; 91

WARSAW, PRINT ROOM OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Ambrogio Spinola, No.151, copy; 188-189; fig.219

WELLESLEY, MASS., WELLESLEY COLLEGE
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
Ambrogio Spinola, No.147, copy; 183-184; fig.213

WINDSOR CASTLE, COLLECTION OF H. M. THE QUEEN
Rubens, paintings:
Anthony van Dyck, No.90; 78-80; fig.71
Peter Paul Rubens, No.135; 153-157, 159, 169; figs.171, 176
Rubens, drawing:
Peter Paul Rubens, No.137b; 160-162; fig.181
(?) P. Soutman, drawing after Rubens:
Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No.65a; 42-43; fig.16

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, ZANESVILLE ART INSTITUTE
Anonymous, painting after Rubens:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback, No.81a, copy 2; 66

VIENNA, ALBERTINA
Rubens, drawings:
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, No.80a; 63-64; fig.52
Hélène Fourment, No.100b; 102; fig.106
Susanna Fourment, No.102a; 29, 106, 109-110; fig.113
Don Diego Messia, Marquis of Leganés, No.115a; 30, 63, 126-127; fig.137
Nicolaas Rubens, No.142b; 30, 178-179; fig.204
Nicolaas Rubens with a Felt Cap, No.143; 179; fig.205
Peter Paul Rubens, No.136; copy 5; 158
Drapery Study, No.100c; 29, 102-103; fig.107
Anonymous, drawing after Rubens:
Anthony van Dyck, No.89, copy; 77-78; fig.70
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ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA,
ON HORSEBACK, No. 58
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.58; 35-37
J. Brueghel the Elder, fragment of The Allegory of Sight, painting (Madrid, Prado) No.58, copy 1; 35-37; fig. 3
Anonymous, painting (Ghent, private collection) No.58, copy 2; 35
Anonymous, painting (formerly Prague, Counts Sternberg) No.58, copy 3; 35
Anonymous, painting (formerly Stockholm, Ohlsen) No.58, copy 4; 23, 35; fig.2
Anonymous, painting ( Vaduz, Prince of Liechtenstein) No.58, copy 5; 35; fig.1
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.58, copy 6; 35
Anonymous, drawing (Copenhagen, Kongelige Kobberstiksamling) No.58, copy 7; 35
Anonymous, drawing (formerly London, J. C. Robinson) No.58, copy 8; 35
J. A. Hellich, lithograph, No.58, copy 9; 35

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 59
(?) Rubens, painting (Norfolk, Virginia, The Chrysler Museum) No.59; 37; fig. 5

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 60
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.60; 38-39
J. Muller, engraving, No.60, copy; 38-39, 45-46; fig.7

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 62
(?) Rubens, painting (formerly Berlin, Karl Haberstock) No.62; 39; fig.11

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 63
(?) Rubens, painting (formerly H. S. de Slowak) No.63; 39; fig.12

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 64
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.64, 39-42
J. Brueghel the Elder, fragment of The Allegory of Sight, painting (Madrid, Prado) No.64, copy 1; 39, 41; fig.3

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 66
Workshop of Rubens and J. Brueghel the Elder, painting (Madrid, Prado) No.66; 43-45; fig.17

ALBERT, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No. 68
Rubens, painting ( Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) No.68; 31, 45-47; fig.20
Anonymous, painting (Thorönsborg, Count Gösta Mörner) No.68, copy 1; 45
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.68, copy 2; 45

ALBERT, ARCHDUCE OF AUSTRIA, No. 70
Rubens, painting (Castagnola, Villa Favorita, Collection Bentinck-Thyssen) No.70; 47; fig.19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alethea Talbot, Countess of Arundel</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Barcelona, Museo de Arte de Cataluña) No.71; 47-48; fig.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alethea Talbot, Countess of Arundel, and Her Train</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.72; 48-52, 168; figs.24, 25-27, 29; Anonymous, drawing (Berlin, Staatliche Museen, Kupferstickkabinett) No.72, copy; 48; Rubens, <em>Robin the Dwarf</em>, drawing (Stockholm, Nationalmuseum) No.72a; 29, 52, 196; fig.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliodorus de Barea</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.73; 52-54; fig.31; N. Lauwers, engraving, No.73, copy; 53; fig.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcellianus de Barea</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Nîmes, Musée des Beaux-Arts) No.74; 52-54; fig.32; N. Lauwers, engraving, No.74, copy; 53-54; fig.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Brant</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Cleveland, Ohio, The Cleveland Museum of Art) No.75; 25, 54-56, 107, 109-110, 112; fig.36; Rubens, drawing (London, British Museum) No.75a; 29, 55-58; fig.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Brant</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Florence, Uffizi) No.76; 25, 56-58, 153; figs.40-41; Anonymous, painting (formerly London–New York, Vermeer Galleries) No.76, copy 2; 56; Anonymous, painting (Nantes, Musée des Beaux-Arts) No.76, copy 3; 57; Anonymous, painting (formerly Paris, Jadwiga Vuyk) No.76, copy 4; 57; Anonymous, painting (Pistoia, private collection) No.76, copy 5; 57; Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.76, copy 6; 57; Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.76, copy 7; 57; Anonymous, painting (formerly Paris, Birschansky) No.76, copy 8; 57; T. Lawrence, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.76, copy 9; 57; A. Watteau, drawing (Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum) No.76, copy 10; 57; J. G. Facius, engraving, No.76, copy 11; 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Brant</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>(?) Rubens, painting (Hamburg, Margret Köser) No.77; 56, 58; fig.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Brant the Younger</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.78; 26, 58-60, 126, 137-138; figs.42-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Breyll</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (San Francisco, The M.H. de Young Memorial Museum) No.85; 71-73; fig.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Brueghel the Elder and His Family</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (London, Courtauld Institute, Princes Gate Collection) No.79; 23, 60-62, 72, 77, 201; figs.46-50; Anonymous, painting (Boston, Museum of Fine Arts) No.79, copy 1; 60; Anonymous, painting (Mexico City, Academia de San Carlos) No.79, copy 2; 60; Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.79, copy 3; 60; S. Malden, gouache (formerly D. O'Brien) No.79, copy 4; 60; Anonymous, gouache (Waalre, Tinus van Baakel) No.79, copy 5; 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.80; 62-63; Anonymous, painting (Florence, Palazzo Pitti) No.80, copy; 62-63; fig.51; Rubens, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.80a; 63-64; fig.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, on Horseback</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Rubens, painting (formerly Osterley Park, Earl of Jersey; lost) No.81; 27, 64-67; fig.53; Anonymous, painting (Antwerp, Rubenshuis) No.81, copy; 64; Rubens, oil sketch (Fort Worth, The Kimbell Art Museum) No.81a; 31, 66-67; fig.54; Anonymous, painting (Schwerin, Gemäldegalerie) No.81a, copy 1; 66; Anonymous, painting (Zanesville, Ohio, Zanesville Art Institute) No.81a, copy 2; 66; Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.81a, copy 3; 66; Anonymous, drawing (Karlovy Vary, Městské Muzeum) No.81a, copy 4; 66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHARLES DE LONGUEVAL,
COUNT OF BUCQUOY, No.82
L. Vorsterman, engraving, No.82; 24, 67-70; fig.55
Rubens, oil sketch (Leningrad, Hermitage) No.82a; 70; fig.56

JACOMO DE CACHIOPIN, No.83
Rubens, painting ( whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.83a; 70-71

ROGIER CLARISSE, No.84
Rubens, painting (San Francisco, The M.H. de Young Memorial Museum) No.84; 24, 71-73; figs.59, 61, 62

CHARLOTTE-MARGUERITE DE MONTMORENCY,
PRINCESS OF CONDÉ, No.86
Rubens, painting (Pittsburgh, The Frick Art Museum) No.86; 22, 73-75; fig.63
Anonymous, painting (formerly Madrid, private collection) No.86, copy 1; 73
Anonymous, painting (formerly Crittleton House, L.W. Neeld) No.86, copy 2; 73, 75

JEAN DE LA COURT, No.87
? Rubens, painting ( whereabouts unknown) No.87; 75-76; fig.66
Anonymous, drawing (Antwerp, Stadsarchief) No.87; 76; fig.67

THE DUCHESS OF CROY, No.88
Rubens, painting ( whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.88; 76-77

ANTHONY VAN DYCK, No.89
Rubens, painting (Fort Worth, The Kimbell Art Museum) No.89; 77-78; fig.69
Anonymous, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.89, copy; 77-78; fig.70

ANTHONY VAN DYCK, No.90
Rubens, painting (Windsor Castle, H.M. the Queen) No.90; 78-80; fig.71
Anonymous, painting (formerly Antwerp, F. Oppenheimer) No.90, copy 1; 78
W. Dickinson, mezzotint engraving, No.90, copy 2; 78

FERDINAND, CARDINAL INFANTE OF SPAIN,
No.91
Rubens, painting (Hamburg, Margret Köser) No.91; 80-82; fig.72
Anonymous, painting (Budapest, Szépmüvészeti Muzeum) No.91, copy 1; 80
Anonymous, painting ( formerly Vienna, Glückselig) No.91, copy 2; 80
Anonymous, painting (Hunstanton Hall, Norfolk) No.91, copy 3; 80

FERDINAND, CARDINAL INFANTE OF SPAIN,
on horseback, No.93
Rubens, painting (Madrid, Prado) No.93; 27, 65, 82-86; figs.74, 76
Anonymous, painting (Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen) No.93, copy 1; 82
Anonymous, painting (formerly Southern Germany, private collection) No.93, copy 2; 82
Anonymous, painting ( formerly Paris, André de Hevesy) No.93, copy 4; 82
Anonymous, painting (formerly Paris, Eugène Kraemer) No.93, copy 5; 82
T. van Thulden, Bust of the Cardinal Infante, painting (Brussels, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) No.93, copy 6; 82
Anonymous, Bust of the Cardinal Infante, painting (San Francisco, The California Palace of the Legion of Honor) No.93, copy 8; 83
Anonymous, Bust of the Cardinal Infante, painting (formerly Munich, Julius Böhler) No.93, copy 9; 83
Anonymous, Head and Shoulders of the Cardinal Infante, painting ( whereabouts unknown) No.93, copy 10; 83
P. Pontius, engraving, No.93, copy 11; 83
Anonymous, copper dish, No.93, copy 12; 83
Rubens, oil sketch (Detroit, The Detroit Institute of Arts) No.93a; 31, 84-86; figs.75, 77, 79, 80
? Rubens, painting ( Saarbrücken, private collection) No.93b; 82, 85-86; fig.78
? Rubens, Bust of the Cardinal Infante, painting (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) No.93c; 82-83, 86-87; fig.82

FERDINAND, CARDINAL INFANTE OF SPAIN,
No.94
(?) Rubens, painting (Berlin, DDR, Bode Museum) No.94; 87; fig.83

CLARA FOURMENT (?), No.108
Rubens, painting ( formerly Paris and Geneva, Rothschild collection) No.108; 117-118; fig.124
Anonymous, painting ( formerly Baron von
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HELENE FOURMENT, No. 95
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No. 95, 87-88; fig. 84

HELENE FOURMENT, No. 96
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No. 96; 88-91; fig. 85
Anonymous, painting (Mora, Sweden, Collection Zorn) No. 96, copy 2; 88
Anonymous, painting (formerly Antwerp, Roland Baudouin) No. 96, copy 3; 88
Anonymous, painting (Rome, Palazzo Rospigliosi-Pallavicini) No. 96, copy 4; 88
Anonymous, drawing (London, British Museum) No. 96, copy 5; 88
Anonymous, drawing (Danzig, Muzeum Narodowe) No. 96, copy 6; 88-89
P. Fontana, engraving, No. 96, copy 7; 89
(?) Rubens, painting (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum) No. 96a; 90-91; fig. 86

HELENE FOURMENT IN A FUR COAT ('het pelskin'), No. 97
Rubens, painting (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) No. 97; 27, 90-93; figs. 88, 89
A. Braun, painting (Warsaw, Muzeum Narodowe) No. 97, copy 1; 91
F. van Stampart, etching, No. 97, copy 2; 91
A. J. Prenner, etching, No. 97, copy 3; 91

HELENE FOURMENT WITH FRANS RUBENS, No. 98
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No. 98; 27, 93-95, 166, 170; figs. 92, 93
Anonymous, painting (Sankt-Pölten, private collection) No. 98; 93
Rubens, Frans Rubens, drawing (Dresden, Kupferstickkabinett) No. 98a; 95; fig. 94
Anonymous, Frans Rubens, drawing (London, British Museum) No. 98a, copy; 95; fig. 95

HELENE FOURMENT WITH CLARA-JOHANNA AND FRANS RUBENS, No. 99
Rubens, painting (Paris, Musée du Louvre) No. 99; 27, 30, 93-98; figs. 96, 97
J. Schmuzer, engraving, No. 99, copy; 95
Rubens, Isabella-Helena Rubens, drawing, No. 99a; 97; fig. 98
Rubens, Frans Rubens, drawing (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No. 99b; 97-98

Anonymous, Frans Rubens, drawing (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No. 99b, copy 1; 97-98; fig. 99
Anonymous, Frans Rubens, drawing (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No. 99b, copy 2; 97-98; fig. 100
M. Cosway, Frans Rubens, engraving, No. 99b, copy 3; 98; fig. 101
Rubens, Frans Rubens, drawing (London, Duke of Sutherland) No. 99c; 30, 98; fig. 102
L. Schiavonetti, Frans Rubens, engraving, No. 99c, copy; 98

HELENE FOURMENT WITH FRANS RUBENS, No. 100
Rubens, painting (Paris, Musée du Louvre) No. 100; 27, 98-103; figs. 103, 104
Anonymous, Half-length representation, painting (Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen) No. 100, copy 1; 99
Anonymous, Half-length representation, painting (Schwerin, Staatliches Museum) No. 100, copy 2; 99
Anonymous, Head and Shoulders of Hélène Fourment, painting (formerly Vienna, Neue Galerie) No. 100, copy 3; 99
Anonymous, Head and Shoulders of Hélène Fourment, painting (formerly Brussels, Count Cavens) No. 100, copy 4; 99
Anonymous, Head of Hélène Fourment, drawing (London, British Museum) No. 100, copy 5; 99
Rubens, Hélène Fourment, drawing (London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Princes Gate Collection) No. 100a; 101-102; fig. 105
Rubens, Drapery Study, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No. 100b; 102; fig. 106
Rubens, Drapery Study, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No. 100c; 29, 102-103; fig. 107
(?) Rubens, Hélène Fourment as St Barbara, painting (Potsdam-Sanssouci, Bildergalerie) No. 100d; 103; fig. 108

SUZANNA FOURMENT, No. 101
Rubens, painting (Brussels, private collection) No. 101; 105-111; fig. 109
Anonymous, painting (formerly Lausanne, E. N. Broelmé) No. 101, copy 1; 105
G. Maile, engraving, No. 101, copy 2; 105

SUZANNA FOURMENT, No. 102
Rubens, painting (London, National Gallery) No. 102; 25, 106-112; figs. 110-112
A. van Ysendyck, painting (? formerly Bromyard, Col. J. T. Lutley) No. 102, copy 1; 107
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A. Overlaet, drawing (formerly Lord Northwick) No. 102, copy 2; 107
Mme de Neuville, miniature painting (whereabouts unknown) No. 102, copy 3; 107-108
M. de Meulemeester, gouache (whereabouts unknown) No. 102, copy 4; 108
J. M. W. Turner, drawing (whereabouts unknown) No. 102, copy 5; 108
A. Geddes, pastel (Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland) No. 102, copy 6; 108
R. Cooper, engraving, No. 102, copy 7; 108
S. W. Reynolds, engraving, No. 102, copy 8; 108
Rubens, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No. 102a; 29, 106, 109-110; fig. 113

A MEMBER OF THE FOURMENT FAMILY, No. 103
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No. 103; 110-111

A MEMBER OF THE FOURMENT FAMILY, No. 104
? Rubens, painting (Paris, Musée du Louvre) No. 104; 110-112; fig. 114
Rubens, drawing (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No. 104a; 111-112; fig. 115

Frans Francken the Elder, No. 105
Rubens, painting (Montpellier, Musée Fabre) No. 105; 112-113; figs. 116, 118
C. de Vos, fragment of the Portrait of Frans Francken the Elder and his Wife (formerly Münster, private collection) No. 105, copy 1; 112
Anonymous, painting (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) No. 105, copy 2; 112-113; fig. 117
Anonymous, painting (Frankfurt am Main, Städelisches Kunstinstitut) No. 105, copy 3; 112
Anonymous, painting (formerly Seighford Hall, Major R. E. Eld) No. 105, copy 4; 112
Anonymous, painting (formerly Berlin, Julius Böhler) No. 105, copy 5; 112
A. van Dyck, etching, No. 105, copy 6; 112-113; fig. 119

Jan-Gaspar Gevartius, No. 106
Rubens, painting (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) No. 106; 26, 113-116, 138; fig. 122
(? T. Villebois Bosschaert, painting (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus) No. 106, copy 1; 113-114
Anonymous, painting (Paris, Musée Cognacq-Jay) No. 106, copy 2; 114
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No. 106, copy 3; 114
P. Pontius, engraving, No. 106, copy 4; 114-115; fig. 111

Peter van Hecke (?), No. 107
Rubens, painting (formerly Paris and Geneva, Rothschild) No. 107; 116-119; fig. 123
Anonymous, painting (formerly Baron Albert von Goldschmidt-Rothschild) No. 107, copy; 116-118; fig. 123
Rubens, drawing (London, British Museum) No. 107a; 118; fig. 127

Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No. 61
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No. 61; 38-39
J. Muller, engraving, No. 61, copy; 38-39, 45-46; fig. 8

Isabella, Infanta of Spain, No. 65
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No. 65; 41-43
J. Brueghel the Elder, fragment of The Allegory of Sight, painting (Madrid, Prado) No. 65, copy 1; 41; fig. 3
G. de Crayer, painting (Norfolk, Virg., The Chrysler Museum) No. 65, copy 2; 41-43; fig. 14
Anonymous, painting (Antwerp, Mrs Boudry) No. 65, copy 3; 41
Anonymous, painting (Brussels, Baron Carton de Wiart) No. 65, copy 4; 42
Anonymous, painting (Brussels, private collection) No. 65, copy 5; 42
Anonymous, painting (Rouen, Musée des Beaux-Arts) No. 65, copy 6; 42
Anonymous, painting (formerly Brussels, Count de Mérode) No. 65, copy 7; 42
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No. 65, copy 8; 42
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No. 65, copy 9; 42
Anonymous, painting (formerly Prague, Otto Kretschmer) No. 65, copy 10; 42
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No. 65, copy 11; 42
Anonymous, painting (Dresden, Gemäldegalerie) No. 65, copy 12; 42
Anonymous, painting (formerly St Albans, Walter Goldsmith) No. 65, copy 13; 42
(? P. Soutman, drawing (Windsor Castle, H.M. the Queen) No. 65a; 42-43; fig. 16
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J. Suyderhoef, engraving, No.65a, copy 1; 42-43; fig.15
P. de Jode II, engraving, No.65a, copy 2; 42-43

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, No.67
Workshop of Rubens and J. Brueghel the Elder, painting (Madrid, Prado) No.67; 43-45; fig.18

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, No.69
Rubens, painting (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) No.69; 31, 45-46; fig.21

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, IN THE HABIT OF A POOR CLARE, No.109
Rubens, painting (formerly Switzerland, private collection) No.109; 31, 119, 122; fig.128

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, IN THE HABIT OF A POOR CLARE, No.110
(?) Rubens, painting (formerly Lord Aldenham) No.110; 119-121, 123; fig.129
Anonymous, painting (Florence, Palazzo Pitti) No.110, copy 1; 120
Anonymous, painting (formerly Paris, A. de Berghes) No.110, copy 2; 120
Anonymous, painting (Monaco, private collection) No.110, copy 3; 120

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, IN THE HABIT OF A POOR CLARE, No.111
(?) Rubens, painting (Pasadena, Cal., Norton Simon Inc. Museum of Art) No.111; 120-122; fig.130

ISABELLA, INFANTA OF SPAIN, IN THE HABIT OF A POOR CLARE, No.112
P. Pontius, engraving, No.112; 24, 120-123; fig.131
W. Vaillant, engraving, No.112, copy 1; 122
A. Verhoeven the Younger, engraving, No.112, copy 2; 122
A. Voet, engraving, No.112, copy 3; 122
Anonymous, engraving, edited by J.C. Vischer, No.112, copy 4; 122

LADISLAS-SIGISMUND, PRINCE OF POLAND, No.113
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.113; 123-124
Workshop of Rubens, painting (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) No.113, copy 1; 26, 123, 125; fig.133
Anonymous, painting (Genoa, Palazzo Durazzo-Pallavicini) No.113, copy 2; 123
Anonymous, painting (lost) No.113, copy 3; 123

LADISLAS-SIGISMUND, PRINCE OF POLAND, ON HORSEBACK, No.114
(?) Rubens, painting (Cracow, Wawel Castle, State Collection of Art) No.114, 124-125; fig.134

DON DIEGO MESSIA, MARQUISS OF LEGANES, No.115
Rubens, painting (formerly London, Martin Ascher) No.115; 26, 30, 125-127, 187; figs.135, 136
Rubens, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.115a; 30, 63, 126-127; fig.137

JAN VAN DER LINDEN, No.116
(?) Rubens, painting (Schoten, Baron Bracht) No.116, 127-128; fig.139
Anonymous, painting (formerly Antwerp, Mr and Mrs A. Mattheys-Smets) No.116, copy 1; 127
A. Overlaet, drawing (whereabouts unknown) No.116, copy 2; 127
N. van den Bergh, etching, No.116, copy 3; 127-128; fig.138

PETER PAUL RUBENS, JUSTUS LIPSIUS AND JOHANNES WOVERIUS ('THE FOUR PHILOSOPHERS'), No.117
Rubens, painting (Florence, Palazzo Pitti) No.117; 23, 58, 128-132, 152; figs.140, 169
Anonymous, painting (Ghent, private collection) No.117, copy 1; 128
Anonymous, painting (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus) No.117, copy 2; 128
Anonymous, painting (Nancy, Musée des Beaux-Arts) No.117, copy 3; 128
Anonymous, painting (Monceau-sur-Sambre, Coll. Houtart) No.117, copy 4; 128
Anonymous, painting (Monaco-sur-Sambre, Coll. Houtart) No.117, copy 4; 128
Anonymous, painting (formerly Washington, Foster Cannon) No.117, copy 5; 128-129
Anonymous, painting (formerly Washington, Foster Cannon) No.117, copy 6; 129
Anonymous, painting (formerly Shipley, Capt. Ridgway) No.117, copy 7; 129
Anonymous, Head of Woverius and the Roman vista, painting (formerly Brussels, Prince of Arenberg) No.117, copy 8; 129-130, 132
Anonymous, The Head of Woverius, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.117, copy 9; 129
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Anonymous, *watercolour* (whereabouts unknown) No.117, copy 11; 129
Anonymous, *drawing* (New Haven, Yale University Art Gallery) No.117, copy 12; 129
F. Gregori, engraving, No.117, copy 14; 129
A. Morel, engraving, No.117, copy 15; 129
C. Normand, engraving, No.117, copy 16; 129
L. Paradisi, engraving, No.117, copy 17; 129

**ARNOLD LUNDEN, No.118**
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.118; 132–133

**FREDERIK VAN MARTSELAR, No.119**
(?) A. van Dyck, painting (Baroda, Baroda Museum and Picture Gallery) No.119; 133–134; fig.142
Anonymous, painting (Louvain, University) No.119, copy 1; 133
A. B. de Quertenmont, etching, No.119, copy 2; 133; fig.143
A. Fogg, engraving, No.119, copy 3; 133

**MAXIMILIAN, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No.120**
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.120; 134–136

**MAXIMILIAN, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No.121**
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.121; 134–136
D. Teniers the Younger, fragment of the *Gallery of Archduke Leopold-Wilhelm,* painting (Schleissheim, Castle) No.121, copy 1; 134–135; fig.145
Anonymous, painting (formerly Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen) No.121, copy 3; 134
Anonymous, painting (formerly Stockholm, Olga Bosman) No.121, copy 4; 134
Anonymous, painting (formerly Duke of Buccleuch) No.121, copy 5; 134
Anonymous, painting (Stockholm, Sven Boström) No.121, copy 6; 134
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.121, copy 7; 134–135
Anonymous, drawing (whereabouts unknown) No.121, copy 8; 135
J. Suyderhoef, engraving, No.121, copy 9; 1935
L. Vorsterman, engraving, No.121, copy 10; 135
P. de Jode II, engraving, No.121, copy 11; 135

**MAXIMILIAN, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, No.122**
Rubens, painting (formerly Amsterdam, Gebr. Douwes) No.122; 134–136; fig.146

**JAN VAN MONTFORT, No.123**
Rubens, painting (London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Princes Gate Collection) No.123; 26, 126, 136–137, 147; figs.147, 149, 150

**LUDOVICUS NONNIUS, No.124**
Rubens, painting (London, National Gallery) No.124; 26, 137–139; fig.152
E. Quellinus II, painting (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus) No.124, copy 1; 137–139; fig.151

**MICHAEL OPHOVIUS, No.125**
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.125; 139
Anonymous, painting (Brussels, G. Dulière) No.125, copy 1; 139; fig.153
Anonymous, painting (formerly Bruges, Alberic de Meester) No.125, copy 2; 139
Anonymous, painting (formerly London, A. L. Nicholson) No.125, copy 3; 139

**MICHAEL OPHOVIUS, No.126**
Rubens, painting (The Hague, Mauritshuis) No.126; 24, 139–142, 150; figs.154, 155
Workshop of Rubens, painting (Antwerp, Rubenshuis) No.126, copy 1; 140, 142; fig.156
Anonymous, painting (Brussels, F. C. Jacques) No.126, copy 2; 140
Anonymous, painting (formerly Matfen Hall, Sir Douglas Blacket) No.126, copy 3; 140
(?) N. van den Bergh, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.126, copy 4; 140
(?) N. van den Bergh, drawing (formerly J. G. Verstolk-van Soelen) No.126, copy 5; 140
N. van den Bergh, etching, No.126, copy 6; 140–141

**MICHAEL OPHOVIUS, No.127**
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.127; 142–143
Anonymous, painting (‘s Hertogenbosch, Episcopal Palace) No.127, copy 1; 142–143; fig.159
Anonymous, painting (Madrid, Banco Urquijo) No.127, copy 2; 142
Anonymous, painting (formerly Stockholm, A. W. Sjöstrand) No.127, copy 3; 142
C. de Passe II, engraving, No.127, copy 4; 142
C. Butkens, engraving, No.127, copy 5; 142
Rubens, drawing (Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins) No.127a; 143–144; fig.157
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PETER PAUL RUBENS, No.135
Rubens, painting (Windsor Castle, H.M. the Queen) No.135; 153-157, 159, 169; figs.171, 176
Anonymous, painting (Canberra, National Gallery of Australia) No.135, copy 1; 153-154, 156-157, 159; fig.172
Anonymous, painting (Florence, Uffizi) No.135, copy 2; 152-154; fig.173
Anonymous, painting (formerly Potsdam-Saissouci, Bildergalerie) No.135, copy 3; 154
Anonymous, painting (Siegen, Museum des Siegerlandes) No.135, copy 4; 154
Anonymous, painting (formerly London, Colnaghi) No.135, copy 5; 154
Anonymous, painting (formerly, Brussels, C.-L.Cardon) No.135, copy 6; 154
Anonymous, painting (formerly New York, André de Coppet) No.135, copy 7; 154
Anonymous, painting (formerly Santa Barbara, Cal., A.Falvy) No.135, copy 8; 155
Anonymous, engraving (formerly Duke of Norfolk) No.135, copy 9; 154
Anonymous, engraving (formerly, Berlin, F.Arany) No.135, copy 10; 158
Anonymous, engraving (Vienna, Albertina) No.135, copy 11; 154-157; fig.174
J.G.Facius, engraving, No.135, copy 12; 155
J.G.Huck, mezzotint engraving, No.135, copy 13; 155

PETER PAUL RUBENS, No.136
Rubens, painting (Antwerp, Rubenshuis) No.136; 157-159, 166, 172; figs.177, 178
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.136, copy 1; 158
Anonymous, painting (Leningrad, Hermitage) No.136, copy 2; 158
Anonymous, painting (Göttingen, Gemälde-
sammlung der Universität) No.136, copy 3; 158
Anonymous, painting (formerly Berlin, F.Arany) No.136, copy 4; 158
Anonymous, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.136, copy 5; 158
W.Panneels, etching, No.136, copy 6; 158-159; fig.175
W.Hollar, etching, No.136, copy 7; 158

PETER PAUL RUBENS, No.137
Rubens, painting (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) No.137; 117, 159-162; figs.179, 180, 183
A.J.Prenner, etching, No.137, copy 1; 159

NICO LAAS DE RESPAINGE, N0.129
Rubens, painting (Kassel, Staatliche Gemäldegalerie) No.129; 24, 137, 145-148; fig.161
David Teniers II, painting (formerly Cologne, R.Peltzer) No.129, copy 1; 145
G.P.Longhi, etching, No.129, copy 2; 145

GASPAR RINCKENS (?), NO.130
Rubens, painting (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No.130; 76, 148; fig.162

NICO LAAS ROCKOX, NO.131
Rubens and J.Boeckhorst, painting (formerly Antwerp, Diego Duarte) No.131; 149

ANTONIUS DE ROORE, NO.132
Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.132; 149-151; figs.163, 166
Anonymous, painting (formerly Amsterdam, Augustinian Fathers) No.132, copy 1; 149, 151
Anonymous, painting (formerly Brussels, Albert Warrant) No.132, copy 2; 149-151

PETER PAUL RUBENS (?), NO.133
(?) Rubens, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.133; 151; fig.167

PETER PAUL RUBENS, NO.134
Rubens, painting (Florence, Uffizi) No.134; 151-153; figs.168, 170
Anonymous, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.134, copy 1; 151
C.Gregori, engraving, No.134, copy 2; 151
C.Towney, mezzotint engraving, No.134, copy 3; 151

PETRUS PEQUIUS, NO.128
Rubens, painting (Fareham, Southwick House, Mrs H.F.P.Borthwick-Norton) No.128; 24, 144-145; fig.160
Anonymous, painting (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No.127a, copy 1; 143
Anonymous, drawing (Berlin-Dahlem, Staat-
liche Museen, Kupferstichkabinett) No.127a, copy 2; 143
Anonymous, drawing (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No.127a, copy 2; 143
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.128, copy 4; 144

PETRUS PEQUIUS, NO.128
Rubens, painting (Fareham, Southwick House, Mrs H.F.P.Borthwick-Norton) No.128; 24, 144-145; fig.160
Anonymous, painting (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No.127a, copy 1; 143
Anonymous, drawing (Berlin-Dahlem, Staat-
liche Museen, Kupferstichkabinett) No.127a, copy 2; 143
Anonymous, drawing (Rotterdam, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen) No.127a, copy 2; 143
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.128, copy 4; 144

Anonymous, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.134, copy 1; 151
Anonymous, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.134, copy 1; 151
Anonymous, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.134, copy 1; 151
Anonymous, painting (Barcelona, private collection) No.134, copy 1; 151
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Rubens, drawing (Paris, Musée du Louvre, Cabinet des Dessins) No.137a; 160–161; fig.182
Anonymous, drawing (London, British Museum) No.137a, copy 1; 160
S. Watts, engraving, No.137a, copy 2; 160
Rubens, drawing (Windsor Castle, H.M. the Queen) No.137b; 160–162; fig.181

PETER PAUL RUBENS AND ISABELLA BRANT IN THE HONEYSUCKLE BOWER, No.138
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.138; 23, 162–166, 172; figs.184–188
Anonymous, The Head of Rubens, painting (formerly Antwerp, Roland Baudouin) No.138, copy 1; 162
Anonymous, The Head of Isabella Brant, painting (Trieste, Anna R.E. Calza) No.138, copy 2; 162
C. Hess, engraving, No.138, copy 3; 162
B. Weiss, engraving, No.138, copy 4; 162
W. Flachenecker, lithograph, No.138, copy 5; 162
A. Devéria, The Head of Isabella Brant, lithograph, No.138, copy 6; 162
Rubens, Peter Paul Rubens, drawing (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.138a; 164–165
A. Watteau, Peter Paul Rubens, drawing (? formerly A. Thibaudel) No.138a, copy 1; 164–165
A. Watteau, Peter Paul Rubens, counterproof of drawing (New York, Mr and Mrs E. V. Thaw) No.138a, copy 2; 165; fig.189
C. Ploos van Amstel, The Head of Rubens, engraving, No.138a, copy 3; 165
G. Demarteau, The Head of Rubens, engraving, No.138a, copy 4; 165
P. Chenay, The Head of Rubens, engraving, No.138a, copy 5; 165

PETER PAUL RUBENS, HELENE FOURMENT AND NICOLAAS RUBENS (‘THE WALK IN THE GARDEN’), No.139
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.139; 27, 100, 158–159, 161, 165–168, 172; figs.191, 193
Anonymous, painting (formerly Bucharest, King Carol I of Rumania) No.139, copy; 165
Rubens, drawing (London, British Museum) No.139b; 168; fig.190
Rubens, An Old Woman in Two Views, drawing (Berlin-Dahlem, Staatliche Museen, Kupferstichkabinett) No.139b; 168–169; fig.191

PETER PAUL RUBENS AND HELENE FOURMENT WITH NICOLAAS AND CLARA-JOHANNA RUBENS, No.140
Rubens, oil sketch (Philadelphia, Philadelphia Museum of Art, John G. Johnson Collection) No.140; 31, 169–170; fig.194

PETER PAUL RUBENS, HELENE FOURMENT AND CLARA-JOHANNA RUBENS, No.141
Rubens, painting (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) No.141; 27, 97, 159, 161, 170–174; figs.195–197
J. Eccardt, Charles and Mary Churchill, painting (Farmington, Conn., The Lewis Walpole Library) No.141, copy 1; 170
Anonymous, drawing (Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum) No.141, copy 2; 170
J. Mc Ardell, mezzotint engraving, No.141, copy 3; 170
Rubens, Hélène Fourment, painting (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.141a; 173–175
Anonymous, Hélène Fourment, painting (formerly Vienna, Czernin Collection) No.141a, copy 1; 173
Anonymous, Hélène Fourment, painting (Richmond, Virg., Virginia Museum of Fine Arts) No.141a, copy 4; 173–174
Anonymous, Hélène Fourment, painting (Brussels, Robert Finck) No.141a, copy 5; 174
Rubens, Hélène Fourment, painting (formerly Vevey, Jan Dik and another) No.141b; 173–175; fig.198
Rubens, Hélène Fourment, painting (The Hague, Schilderijenzaal Prins Willem V) No.141c; 173–175; fig.199

ALBERT AND NICOLAAS RUBENS, No.142
Rubens, painting (Vaduz, Prince of Liechtenstein) No.142; 25, 30, 96, 166, 170, 175–179; figs.200, 201
Workshop of Rubens, painting (Dresden, Gemäldegalerie), No.142, copy 1; 175, 177–178; fig.202
Anonymous, painting (Orléans, Musée des Beaux-Arts) No.142, copy 2; 175
Anonymous, The Busts of the Boys, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.142, copy 3; 175
N. de Keyser, drawing (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) No.142, copy 4; 175–176
G. A. Müller, engraving, No.142, copy 5; 176
J. Daullé, engraving, No.142, copy 6; 176
Dauzel, engraving, No.142, copy 7; 176
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Rubens, Albert Rubens, drawing (formerly Brussels, Count Duchastel-Dandelot) No.142a; 178; fig.203
Rubens, Nicolas Rubens, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.142b; 179; fig.204

NICONAS RUBENS WITH A FELT CAP, No.143
Rubens, drawing (Vienna, Albertina) No.143; 179; fig.207

PHILIP RUBENS, No.144
Rubens, painting (Detroit, The Detroit Institute of Arts) No.144; 136, 179-181; fig.206
C. Galle I, engraving, No.144, copy; 179-180; fig.207

DOMINGO RIZZOLA, No.145
Rubens, painting (London, Mr and Mrs E. Verdon-Lee) No.145; 181-182; fig.212
Anonymous, painting (formerly Munich, Dr Anschütz-Kämpfe) No.145, copy 1; 181-182; fig.211
Anonymous, painting (formerly Prague, Dr Eduard Sáfrík) No.145, copy 2; 181
Anonymous, drawing (Plymouth, City Museum and Art Gallery) No.145, copy 3; 181
R. Collin, engraving, No.145, copy 4; 181-182; fig.210

ABEL SOCIN (?), No.146
(?) Rubens, painting (Norfolk, Virg., The Chrysler Museum) No.146; 183; fig.208

AMBROGIO SPINOLA, No.151
Rubens, painting (formerly E.H. Bunbury) No.151; 188-189; fig.218
Anonymous, drawing (Warsaw, Print Room of the University Library) No.151, copy; 188-189; fig.219

PETRUS DE SPIRA, No.155
Workshop of Rubens, painting (Douai, Musée de la Chartreuse) No.155; 191-194, 198; fig.225

HENDRIK VAN THULDEN, No.152
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.152; 24, 145, 150, 189-191, 199; fig.220
J. Coelemans, engraving, No.152, copy; 189
Rubens, drawing (London, British Museum) No.152a; 30, 190, fig.221

HENDRIK VAN THULDEN, No.153
(?) Rubens, painting (formerly Bucharest, private collection) No.153; 189-191; fig.222

NICHOLAS TRIGAULT, No.154
Workshop of Rubens, painting (Douai, Musée de la Chartreuse) No.154; 191-198; fig.224
Rubens, Nicolas Trigault (?), drawing (Stockholm, Nationalmuseum) No.154a; 30, 193-196, 198; fig.231
Anonymous, Nicolas Trigault (?), drawing (formerly Frankfurt, private collection) No.154a, copy; 195
Rubens, Nicolas Trigault (?), drawing (Maryland, private collection) No.154b; 30, 193-196; fig.227
Rubens, Nicolas Trigault (?), drawing (formerly London, Ludwig Burchard) No.154c; 30, 193-198; fig.229
W. Baillie, Nicolas Trigault (?), mezzotint engraving, No.154c, copy; 196-197; fig.228
Rubens, Nicolas Trigault (?), drawing (New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library) No.154d; 30, 193-195, 197-198; fig.230

JAN VERMOELEN, No.156
Rubens, painting (Vaduz, Prince of Liechtenstein) No.156; 24, 198-200; figs.232, 233

JAN WILDENS, No.157
Rubens, painting (formerly New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) No.157; 77, 200-201; figs.234, 235

WOLFGANG-WILHELM, DUKE OF NEUBURG, No.158
Rubens (whereabouts unknown; presumably lost) No.158; 201-202
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FRANS VAN DE WOUWER, No.159
C. Galle I, engraving, No.159; 202-203
C. Galle I, proof state of engraving, retouched by Rubens (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Cabinet des Estampes) No.159a, copy; 202-203; fig.237

A MEMBER OF THE VAN DEN WIJNGAERD FAMILY, No.160
Rubens, painting (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) No.160; 203-204; fig.239
Anonymous, painting (whereabouts unknown) No.160, copy 1; 203
Anonymous, painting (Petworth, Lord Leconfield) No.160, copy 2; 203-204; fig.241
A. Schön, engraving, No.160, copy 3; 203

MATTHAEUS YRSSELIUS, No.161
Rubens, painting (Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Kunst) No.161; 204-206; fig.242
Anonymous, painting (Copenhagen, Adam Pasler) No.161, copy; 204

Index III: Other Works by Rubens mentioned in the Text

The following abbreviations are used throughout this index:
D—drawing; E—engraving; P—painting.

OLD TESTAMENT

Samson and Delilah P (London, National Gallery) 75

NEW TESTAMENT

The Adoration of the Magi P (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) 147, 205-206
— P (Madrid, Prado) 134, 152, 159
The Assumption of the Blessed P (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) 149
Holy Family with a Parrot P (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) 173
The Incredulity of St Thomas P (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) 149
Madonna with Saints P (Antwerp, St. Jacobskerk) 93
The Raising of the Cross P (Antwerp, Cathedral) Rest on the Flight into Egypt P (Madrid, Prado) 169-170
— E (C. Jegher) 169
The Scourging of Christ P (Antwerp, St Paul) 71
St Francis of Assisi Receiving the Stigmata P (Antwerp, formerly Capuchin Church, now St Antonius
— E (L. Vorsterman) 71
The Last Communion of St Francis of Assisi D (Farnham, Wolfgang Burchard) 196
St Francis Xavier P (lost) 192
The Miracles of St Francis Xavier P (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) 193
St Gregory with other Saints P (Berlin-Dahlem, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz) 131
— P (Grenoble, Musée des Beaux-Arts) 131
St Ignatius Loyola P (Pasadena, Calif., The Norton Simon Museum of Art) 192

MYTHOLOGY

The Battle of the Amazons P (Antwerp, Alte Pinakothek) 24
The Temple of Janus P (lost) 69
Nymphs and Satyrs P (Madrid, Prado) 161
Orpheus and Eurydice P (Madrid, Prado) 92-93
The Judgement of Paris P (Madrid, Prado) 92

ALLEGORY

The Garden of Love P (Madrid, Prado) 111, 171
Allegory of Hearing P (with Jan Brueghel the Elder (Madrid, Prado) 62
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"The Lansquenet with his Sweetheart" P (Genoa, Palazzo Bianco) 204
Pausias and Glycera P (Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art) 163
Studies for a Religious Allegory (?) P (Bayonne, Musée Bonnat) 194
The Victims of War P (Vaduz, Prince of Liechtenstein) 83

HISTORY

Marriage of Henri IV to Maria de' Medici P (London, Wallace Collection) 172
The Apotheosis of Henri IV P (Paris, Musée du Louvre) 69
Battle from the Henri IV Cycle P (Antwerp, Rubenshuis) 85; fig.81
Maria de' Medici at the Battle of Jülich P (Paris, Musée du Louvre) 125
Tomysr and Cyrus P (Boston, Museum of Fine Arts) 147

LANDSCAPES

AND HUNTING SCENES

The Boar Hunt P (Dresden, Gemäldegalerie) 24
The Return from the Harvest P (Florence, Palazzo Pitti) 169
Landscape with the Ruins of the Palatine P (Paris, Musée du Louvre) 131
Tournament in Front of a Castle P (Paris, Musée du Louvre) 85

PORTRAITS

Portrait of Anne of Austria P 31
Portrait of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel P (London, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum) 80
— P (London, National Gallery) 48
Portrait of Charles the Bold P (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) 7
Portrait of Charles V with Upraised Sword P (after Titian) 26, 80, 124
Portrait of Giancarlo Doria on Horseback P (Florence, Palazzo Vecchio) 21, 23, 36
Portrait of Ferdinand, Cardinal-Infante of Spain as a Cardinal P (Munich, Alte Pinakothek) 87
Portrait of Lady Gerbier and her Family P (Washington, National Gallery of Art) 27, 96, 173

Portrait of Caterina Grimaldi (?) P (Kingston Lacy, Bankes Collection) 132
Portrait of Isabella of Bourbon P 31
— D (Paris, Musée du Louvre) 29–30
Portrait of Justus Lipsius P (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus) 132
Portrait of Empress Maria P 31
Portrait of Maria de' Medici P 31
Portrait of Don Gaspar de Guzmán, Count of Olivares and Duke of Salmócar E 7
Portrait of Philip II on Horseback P (Madrid, Prado) 7
Portrait of Philip IV P 31
Portrait of Philip IV on Horseback P (lost) 29, 65, 83–84
Portrait of Nicolas Rockox P (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) 72, 149
Peter Paul Rubens with Friends P (Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz Museum) 131, 151
Portrait of Brigida Spinola-Doria D (New York, Pierpont Morgan Library) 29, 100, 173
Portrait of Veronica Spinola-Doria P (Karlsruhe, Staatliche Kunsthalle) 173
Portrait of Théodore Turquet de Mayerne P 31
Portrait of an Architect or Geographer P (New York, Metropolitan Museum) 21, 151, 183
Portrait of a Boy D (Vienna, Albertina) 8
Portrait of a Carmelite Monk P (Lord Plunket) 76
Portrait of a Girl P (Vaduz, Prince of Liechtenstein) 8
Three Horsemen P (formerly Berlin, Kaiser Friedrich-Museum) 30, 36, 65, 84; fig.4
Portrait of a Lady P (Baltimore, The Baltimore Museum of Art) 76–77
— P (Lisbon, Gulbenkian Foundation) 102, 109
— P (New York, Metropolitan Museum) 100
Portrait of a Young Lady in a Fur P (after Titian) (Brisbane, Queensland Art Gallery) 92–93
Portrait of a Man P (Aix-en-Provence, Musée Grane) 72
Portrait of a Man in Korean Costume D (Malibu, Getty Museum) 193–194, 197
Portrait of a Soldier P (Leningrad, Hermitage) 204

TITLE-PAGES

Title-page for S. Asterii Amaseae Homiliae E 139
Title-page for Legatus Frederici de Marselaer E 133
Title-page for Senecae Opera Omnia E 130, 132
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aeschines (antique sculpture)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnew's</td>
<td>149-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airoldi, Monsignore</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aix-en-Provence, Musée Granet</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert, Archduke of Austria</td>
<td>35-47, 68, 134, 136, 184, 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albertine, Princess of Sweden</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcantara, d'</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alciati, Andrea</td>
<td>132, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldenham, Lord</td>
<td>119-121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin, L.</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustinian Convent</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rembrandthuis</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne, Queen of Great Britain</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansicht-Kämpfe</td>
<td>181-182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthoine, J.-B.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antwerp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches and Convents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexians</td>
<td>127-128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capuchins</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathedral</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominicans</td>
<td>139-141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesuits</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Joris</td>
<td>180-191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Michiels</td>
<td>83, 179-180, 204-206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten</td>
<td>72, 88, 147, 149, 173, 178, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Plantin-Moretus</td>
<td>132, 138-139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubenshuis</td>
<td>79, 85, 131, 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stadsarchief</td>
<td>76, 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stedelijk Prentenkabinet</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleby Bros.</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arany, F.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arenberg, Charles d'</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arenberg, Dukes and Princes of</td>
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